QUARTZ III
REF : QUARTZ3
Description:
UV-resistant high density polypropylene safety helmet. Polyamide lining : 3 textile
bands with 8 fixing points. Sweat band. Ratchet adjustment : head measurement 53
to 63 cm. 2 possible positions of the head measurement (top/low) for a better
comfort. This helmet may receive the following accessories: JUGALPHA, or
DYNAMIC JUGALPHA MENTALPHA
Materials:
Polypropylene (PP)
Weight: 351 g
Sizes: Adjustable
Colours: Blue, Green, Orange, Red, White, Yellow

EN397 EN50365

QUARTZ IV
REF : QUARTZ4
Description:
Ventilated UV-resistant high density polypropylene (PP) safety helmet. Polyamide
harness: 3 textile bands with 8 fixing points. Foam sweat band. Ratchet adjustment :
head sizes 53/63 cm. 2 possible positions of the headband (top/low) for a better
comfort. This helmet may receive the following accessories: JUGALPHA, or
DYNAMIC JUGALPHA MENTALPHA.
Materials:
Polypropylene (PP)
Weight: 360 g
Sizes: Adjustable
Colours: Blue, Green, Orange, Red, White, Yellow

EN397

DIAMOND V BASEBALL STYLE
REF : DIAMONDV
Description:
ABS safety helmet. Innovative "baseball cap" shape to improve the vertical vision.
Also tested for front back wearing, to reduce encumbrance. Textile harness: 3 textile
straps with 8 fixing points. Foam sweat band. Innovative button adjustment "color to
color" for head sizes 53/63 cm. 2 possible positions of the headband (top/low) for a
better comfort. Electrical insulation. Fluo colors and retroreflective bands for high
visibility day and night. This helmet is validated with the following accessories:
JUGALPHA, DYNAMIC JUGALPHA or MENTALPHA.
Materials:
ABS
Weight : 368 g
Sizes: Adjustable
Colours: Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Red, White, Yellow

EN397 EN 50365

GRANITE WIND
REF : GRANITEWING
Description:
Ventilated ABS safety helmet. Mountain helmet style : without visor for the best
vertical vision. Less encumbrance. Light. Innovative textile harness for extra comfort.
Thermoformed sweat band. Innovative adjustable ROTOR® system (patented) :
head sizes 53 to 63 cm. Sold with 3 fixing points chin strap.
Materials:
ABS
Weight : 355 g
Sizes: Adjustable
Colours: Black, Blue, Orange, Red, White, Yellow

EN397

WINTER CAP
REF : WINTERCAP
Description:
Lining placed inside the helmet. Accessory for extreme cold protection, easy to
remove. User instructions included. Suitable for our range of helmets.
Materials:
Outside: artificial leather.
Inside: artificial plush (100%polyester.)
Sizes: Adjustable
Colours: Black

VISOR HOLD-MINI
REF : VISORHOLDMINI
Description:
Faceshield holder suitable for GRANITE WIND safety helmets. To combine with
VISORPCMINI and VISORGMINI.
Materials:
ABS
Weight: 160 g

EN166

SUPERVIZOR
REF : SUPERVIZOR
Description :
Compatible with wide range of helmet designs (size, shape and geometry) • Visor
fixing method is secure and allows easy visor replacement • Creased visor eliminates
gaps and visor profile follows contours of the face for maximum protection, allowing
full unrestricted head movement • Visor selection can be tailored to the specific
hazard/application: mechanical, chemical, heat etc • A robust, heavy-duty, helmet
mounted faceshield range with hearing protection compatibility

EN166

VISORTORIC
REF : VISORTORIC
Description:
Clear polycarbonate injected visor. Thickness 1,9/2,0 mm. Electic Arc protection.
Universal fixing. Suitable for faceshield holder VISOR HOLDER and VIROR H
(BALBI2 and PICO2 support). 39 x 20 cm.
Materials:
Polycarbonate
162 g
Sizes: Single
Colours: Colourless

EN170 EN166

BARRIER
REF : BARRIER
Description:
Helmet for electric arc welding, MIG, TIG that requires DIN9 to DIN13 protection.
Polypropylene. Sweat band. Headband with easy ratchet adjustment. Vision shield :
100 x 60 mm. LCD filter included. Shades : Clear : DIN4 - Dark : DIN9 to DIN13.
Sensitivity : 0,0003s. (Clear shade to dark shade). Powered by solar cells and 2
replaceable lithium batteries included.
Materials:
Polypropylene
LCD lens
Colours: Blue

EN166 EN379 EN175

BALBI2
REF : BALBI2
Description:
Faceshield with front protection + VISORPC visor : clear polycarbonate visor with
plastic edge. 39 x 20 cm.
Materials:
Polycarbonate
Sizes: Single
Colours: Yellow

EN166

MSA HELMET
REF : MSA HELMET
Description:
Classic original "v" shape, ensuring excellent resistance to impact and puncture
resistance; Use high-quality raw materials, regardless of the PE or ABS materials all
materials. Extended visor design, additional shading effect, reducing glare, dust-proof
and dirt, chemicals and so on, enhanced eye protection and face;
Material: ABS
Sizes: Adjustable
Colours: orange, red, blue, yellow, white

HELMET LINER
REF : HELMET LINER
Description:
Applicable to industry of electric power, chemicals, mining, construction, geological
and transportation machinery, and other industries. Hoods can be used with any
helmets
GB2811-2007 standards;
Sizes: Single
Colours: Black

EN166 EN 367

NECK WARMER
REF : NECK WARMER
Description:
Windproof winter cycling outdoors in winter special days, face covered when it is
cold; it can also be pulled down, pulled up to the Chin or nose, based on actual
usage changes. Can also be used as a hat and a scarf. used to protect the face and
neck, soft, comfortable. It can be used when you ride bicycles, skiing, mountain
climbing and other outdoor sports.
Sizes: Single
Colours: height 25cm width 25cm

